ABSTRACT: We present a study where the energy loss function of Ta 2 O 5 , initially derived in the optical limit for a limited region of excitation energies from reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy (REELS) measurements, was improved and extended to the whole momentum and energy excitation region through a suitable theoretical analysis using the Mermin dielectric function and requiring the fulfillment of physically motivated restrictions, such as the f-and KK-sum rules. The material stopping cross section (SCS) and energy-loss straggling measured for 300−2000 keV proton and 200− 6000 keV helium ion beams by means of Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) were compared to the same quantities calculated in the dielectric framework, showing an excellent agreement, which is used to judge the reliability of the Ta 2 O 5 energy loss function. Based on this assessment, we have also predicted the inelastic mean free path and the SCS of energetic electrons in Ta 2 O 5 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The electronic excitation spectrum of a solid is a basic input in materials science, either to gain knowledge from the fundamental point of view, to improve analysis and characterization techniques or to foster new applications. 1−3 This excitation spectrum often appears encoded in the energy loss function (ELF), which provides a complete description of the response of the medium to an external electromagnetic perturbation. 4 Reliable excitation spectra are required in order to take into account the phase and chemical effects that unavoidably appear when working in solids.
There are several methods to derive the ELF, which are based on experimental measurements, 5−10 or theoretical considerations, 11−14 but the information provided by the former rarely covers the whole (or a sufficiently broad) electronic excitation energy and momentum region, whereas the theoretical calculations many times lack of a direct experimental assessment.
We present a joint experimental-theoretical study where the excitation spectrum of Ta 2 O 5 measured by reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy (REELS), which only covers a small region (optical, i.e., zero momentum transfer, and valence electron excitations), is improved and extended to the whole excitation region through a suitable theoretical analysis that requires the fulfillment of physically motivated sum rules 15 and includes the contribution of intermediate and inner shell excitations. The resulting ELF is used as input for the dielectric formalism to evaluate the energy loss magnitudes characterizing the passage of swift ions through matter. These calculations are compared with the measured stopping cross section and energy-loss straggling of Ta 2 O 5 films for proton and helium ion beams by means of Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. The excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical results is used as an assessment of the derived energy loss function for Ta 2 O 5 . Due to its high dielectric constant, chemical and thermal stability, as well as wear resistance, tantalum oxide (Ta 2 O 5 ) is a promising material for solar energy conversion systems, CMOS-based technology and resistive random access memories. 16−19 Therefore, it is important to have a proper knowledge of the electronic excitation spectrum of this material, which is provided in this work as previously described.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the energy loss function of Ta 2 O 5 in the optical limit (zero momentum transfer, ℏk = 0) is derived from REELS measurements. This energy loss function is extended in section III to the whole energy (ℏω) and momentum (ℏk) transfers region by using the Mermin-energy-loss function and generalized oscillator strength (MELF-GOS) method. Section IV is devoted to the calculation of the Ta 2 O 5 stopping cross section and energy-loss straggling by means of the dielectric formalism. The measurement of these characteristic energy loss magnitudes for proton and helium ion beams and the comparison with the theoretical predictions are presented in section V. The excellent agreement between experiments and theory give us confidence to compute the stopping cross sections and the inelastic mean free path of energetic electrons in Ta 2 O 5 films, which are presented in section VI. Finally, the summary and conclusions of this work are outlined in section VII. Ta 2 O 5 FROM REELS MEASUREMENTS Despite the importance of the electronic excitation spectrum of a material such as Ta 2 O 5 , no experimental data are available for it in a wide range of excitation energies ℏω. There are transmittance and spectro-photometric measurements in a wavelength range that only allows obtaining the refractive and absorptive index for energies less than 6 eV.
II. ELECTRONIC EXCITATION SPECTRUM OF
20−22 From experimental ellipsometry data, Franke et al. 23 got the dielectric function of Ta 2 O 5 thin films in the spectral region 0.03−8.5 eV. Reflection electron energy loss measurements are an established way of determining the energy loss function of a material, 1, 24 and the spectrum of amorphous Ta 2 O 5 for 200 eV electrons has been measured up to 60 eV energy losses, but being expressed in arbitrary units it is not an immediate task to obtain the energy loss function. 25 In what follows, we present experimental data of the energy loss function of Ta 2 O 5 extracted from REELS measurements at higher incident electron energies, ranging from 5 to 40 keV, and with good energy resolution (0.3 eV). These experiments were performed at the Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratories of the Australian National University. We studied a Ta sample on which a 50 nm thick Ta 2 O 5 layer was grown by thermal oxidation (600°C for 30 min under a 100 standard cubic centimeters per minute O 2 flow). The measurements (with the elastic peak normalized to unit area) are shown in the upper panel of Figure 1 for 5 and 40 keV incident electron beams. The spectra consist of electrons that were detected after zero (i.e., elastic peak) and one or more inelastic events. The feature in the 40 keV spectrum appearing at 4 eV energy loss is due to electrons scattered elastically from oxygen, as the recoil energy loss of a 40 keV electron scattered over 135°is resolved in this experiment. The intensity and position of this feature are linked to the intensity and position of the main elastic peak, which is due to electrons scattered from Ta. As explained elsewhere, 26 it is possible to remove this feature, that is, correct the spectrum for the electrons scattered from O. The solid line in Figure 1a represents the REELS energy spectrum after subtraction of the intensity due to electrons scattered elastically from O. At the 5 keV electron beam, the recoil energy is not resolved and subtraction of the O-related intensity is not required.
Under quite general assumptions, the (single inelastic scattering) energy loss function (ELF) corresponding to the bulk target (i.e., avoiding surface effect contributions) can be extracted from these experimental data using a procedure described in ref 27 . Figure 1b shows the ELF of Ta 2 O 5 derived from the REELS measurements presented in the upper panel. The normalized energy loss spectrum is a "weighted sum" of surface and bulk electronic excitations. The surface excitation probabilities decrease with increasing incident electron energy. These surface excitations are the cause that the intensity of the normalized energy loss function is larger at 5 keV than at 40 keV for energy losses < 20 eV. The QUEELS package 28 was used to calculate the normalized differential inverse inelastic mean free path (DIIMFP) for electrons. The (unnormalized) electron DIIMFP W(ω,T) is related to the dielectric function ε(k,ω) by
where T is the energy of the incoming electron, m and e represent the electron mass and charge, respectively, and the integration limits
] result from energy and momentum conservation in the interaction process.
The target energy loss function, Im(−1/ε), is expressed as a set of Drude oscillators such that W(ω,T) fits the 40 keV spectrum, namely, 
where A i , ω i , and γ i are parameters that determine the intensity, position, and width of each Drude oscillator and ω th,i is a threshold energy. Using these parameters as derived from the 40 keV measurements, one can calculate the 5 keV spectrum in the QUEELS package. Indeed the calculated 5 keV spectrum from the ELF has an increased intensity for energy losses less than 20 eV, but the changes are not reproduced fully quantitatively, which can be attributed to a possible failure of the momentum dependence of the loss function in the Drude model used.
Therefore, the 40 keV measurement was used to parametrize the ELF rather than the 5 keV ones. First, the surface excitations contribution is small, hence they can be easily avoided. Second, measurements at higher incoming energy have a lower momentum transfer cutoff. Indeed, due to the nature of the Coulomb interaction the ELF is dominated by very low-k losses near the cutoff and the ELF approaches the loss function in the optical limit more and more with increasing incoming energy. Thus, assumptions made about the dispersion (e.g., in the Drude model) become less of a factor at higher energy for the derivation of the energy loss function in the optical limit.
As from the REELS experiment one obtains only the shape of the optical energy loss function, one has to set the ELF in eq 2 on an absolute scale. For this purpose, QUEELS uses the Kramers−Kronig (KK) sum rule:
where n(0) represents the refractive index at the static limit (ω → 0). Therefore, it is necessary to rescale the parameters A i in the set of Drude oscillators, used to describe the ELF through eq 2, in such a way that the KK sum rule will be fulfilled. For this we need the refractive index value of Ta 2 O 5 as input, which has been taken to be n(0) = 1.75. 31 In Table 1 , we show the parametrization, with nine Drude oscillators in eq 2, used to describe the outer-shell electrons contribution to the optical ELF of Ta 2 O 5 obtained from the REELS measurements. The value we have used for ℏω th,i is the gap energy of Ta 2 O 5 , which is 5 eV. 32 
III. IMPROVING THE ELF THROUGH THE MELF-GOS
METHOD The ELF derived previously from REELS measurements only accounts for contributions of the target outer-shell electrons (ℏω ≤ 80 eV) to optical (i.e., k = 0) excitations. In what follows, we use the MELF-GOS (Mermin energy loss function−generalized oscillator strength) method 11, 12, 33 to obtain an ELF that covers the whole momentum and energy transfers region. The reliability of this procedure is supported by its successful application to describe properly the electron excitation spectra of elemental and compound targets. 12,34−36 It is worth mentioning that alternate procedures to derive suitable dielectric properties of solids from experimental data have been recently published. 10, 37 The contributions to the target ELF of the outer electron excitations and of the inner-shell ionizations can be explicitly separated as
The inner-shell electrons have large binding energies, showing a marked atomic character and no collective effects; therefore, they can be suitably modeled by means of the atomic generalized oscillator strengths (GOS), where hydrogenic wave functions are employed with effective nuclear charges for each shell given by Slater's rules. The advantage of this procedure is that analytical expressions for the ELF are available for the nonrelativistic hydrogenic GOS
where N is the molecular density of the target, df nl (j) (k,ω)/dω is the hydrogenic GOS corresponding to the (n,l)-subshell of the jth element of the compound target, and α j indicates its stoichiometric contribution to the compound formula. For Ta 2 O 5 , the electrons from the K-shell of O, as well as the K-, L-, and M-shells of Ta are treated as inner electrons and described by the GOS.
The electronic excitations of the weakly bound outer shells are described by fitting the experimentally obtained optical ELF, that is, at k = 0, by a linear combination of Mermin-type ELFs. For this purpose, we use a similar expression to eq 2, but replacing the Drude dielectric functions by Mermin dielectric functions. 38 The values of the parameters A i , ω i , and γ i are, in principle, the same as those that appear in Table 1 , since in the optical limit (i.e., at zero momentum transfer) the Drude and the Mermin ELF are identical; 33 however, in what follows, these parameters will be modified in order to improve the ELF.
The differences between both models (Drude and Mermin) to describe the ELF of a target will appear for momentum transfers different from zero, because an important advantage of the MELF-GOS method is that the fit of the ELF in the optical limit (k = 0) is analytically extended to nonzero momentum transfer (k ≠ 0) through the properties of the Mermin dielectric function.
Besides a good fitting, the constructed ELF must fulfill physically motivated sum rules. 15, 30 The Kramers−Kronig (or perfect screening) sum-rule eq 3, already imposed when obtaining the parameters that appear in Table 1 , is an important test for the accuracy of the fitted ELF at low energy transfer. But the f-sum rule (or Thomas−Reiche−Kuhn sum rule), which links the ELF to the number of target electrons per molecule that can be excited by the projectile, must also be satisfied for a good behavior of the ELF at intermediate and high energy transfers. It is given by 15, 29, 30 
where Z 2 is the total nuclear charge of the molecule. Although the experimental ELF of Ta 2 O 5 obtained from REELS fulfills the KK-sum rule, eq 3, however the f-sum rule is not verified, because using Im(−1/ε) in eq 6 with the parameters of Table 1 39 Besides the good agreement with experimental data and the fulfillment of the sum rules, the accuracy of the ELF derived from the MELF-GOS methodology relies in the excellent agreement 40, 41 with the (scarce) experimental data available for nonzero momentum transfer ELF.
Proceeding in this manner, we have derived an improved ELF that verifies the f-sum rule using the parameters given in Table 2 , which reproduces the ELF obtained from the REELS data for low-energy transfers and includes the generalized oscillator strengths for high-energy transfers. This new ELF fulfills the f-sum rule within 3% and the KK-sum rule better than 4%, the latter value being comparable with the one obtained from the ELF derived from REELS measurements. This improved ELF for Ta 2 O 5 , depicted in Figure 2 by a blue solid line, coincides for ℏω ≤ 60 eV with the ELF derived from the REELS data (depicted by a magenta dash-dotted line). At intermediate and high energy transfers the ELF is obtained by the addition of the outer and the inner-shell electron excitations, eq 4, where the last contribution is calculated using the GOS model, according to eq 5. This ELF compares fairly well to the one deduced from the atomic scattering factors at low-intermediate 42 and high 43−45 energies, respectively, depicted by a light 42 or a dark 43−45 gray dashed line. In Figure 2 , we also show, by a magenta dash-dotted line, the optical ELF of Ta 2 O 5 built from eq 4, where the outer (leastbound) electron excitation contribution is obtained from eq 2, with the parameters resulting from the REELS measurements, which are given in Table 1 , and where the inner-shell contribution is also included. The measurements by Franke et al. 23 at very low transferred energies are depicted by orange dots.
We can observe in Figure 2 that the ELF of Ta 2 O 5 presents a small shoulder at 7.9 eV, due to electron transitions from valence band into conduction band, several well-defined peaks at 15.6, 22.2, and 28.8 eV, which can be attributed to plasma oscillations of valence electrons and/or to interband transitions, and broad peaks at 40.4 and 52.2 eV, which can be related to electronic interband transitions of the d-electrons. After these energies, the ELF decreases smoothly to enter the inner-shell excitation region, where sharp discontinuities appear at the oxygen K-shell threshold (543.1 eV) and the K-(67416.1 eV), L-(11682 eV, 10508.6 eV), and M-(2708 eV, 2331.4 eV, 1764 eV) shell thresholds of Ta.
IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY
LOSS OF SWIFT IONS IN SOLIDS: DIELECTRIC FORMALISM Intimately related to the ELF of a material is the energy lost by swift projectiles due to electronic excitations induced during their passage through the medium. The dielectric formalism, 46−49 which is based on a perturbative analysis of the response of an absorbing medium to an external excitation, becomes a suitable method to evaluate the main energy loss magnitudes in a broad range of incident energies.
For an energetic ion with kinetic energy T, mass M, atomic number Z 1 and charge q that interacts with a medium, whose electronic excitation spectrum is represented by its energy loss function Im[−1/ε(k,ω)], the target stopping power is given by 33 ∫
where ρ q (k) is the Fourier transform of the projectile charge density for the charge state q, which is calculated using the statistical Brandt−Kitagawa model. Table 1 , derived from the REELS original data shown in Figure 1 . The blue solid line represents the improved ELF based on the parameters of Table 2 , derived from the MELF-GOS method with the requirement of the f-sum rule fulfillment. The light and dark gray dashed lines result from the atomic scattering factors taken from X-ray data 42 and more recent calculations, 43 and the orange dots (at very low energy) represent experimental data.
50,51
Taking into account that the charge state of the projectile changes dynamically due to electron capture and loss processes within the stopping material, then the total stopping power S can be written as
where the equilibrium charge-state fractions ϕ q represent the probability of finding the projectile in a given charge state q, which depends on its energy T and the target nature. These values are obtained from a parametrization of the experimental data, 52 which uses Bragg's additivity rule for compound targets. The summation in eq 8 extends over all possible charge states q of the projectile. Note that, in the stopping power calculation S q , eq 7, the contribution due to the projectile polarization by the electric field induced in the target 53−55 and the energy loss produced in electron capture and loss events 53, 56 are also included. A useful quantity to compare with experimental data is the stopping cross section (SCS), defined as the stopping power divided by the density of the target.
Fluctuations in the projectile energy loss due to the stochastic behavior of inelastic collisions are accounted for by the energy-loss straggling, Ω 2 , which represents the variance of the projectile energy loss distribution per unit path length. In the dielectric formalism, Ω 2 is given by 
where Ω q 2 is the energy-loss straggling of a projectile with charge state q. As in the case of the stopping power, the total energy-loss straggling Ω 2 is calculated as a weighted sum of Ω q 2 for the different charge states q of the projectile. An important magnitude that enters into the Bethe formula 49, 57, 58 at high incident projectile energies is the mean excitation energy I of the target, 58, 59 which can be obtained from the energy loss function as follows:
The resulting value for Ta 2 O 5 is I = 461.9 eV, which is sensibly lower than the value 523.8 eV obtained by the procedure based in the Bragg rule outlined in the ICRU Report 49.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY LOSS OF H AND He IONS IN Ta 2 O 5 FILMS
A. Preparation and Characterization of Ta 2 O 5 Films. The Ta 2 O 5 films were grown on a Si(100) substrate by radio frequency magnetron sputtering (300 W) using a commercial Ta 2 O 5 target and an O 2 /Ar mixture as sputtering gas. The base pressure was 5.0 × 10 −7 Torr, and the Ar + /O 2 pressure during deposition was 5.3 mTorr. A Rigaku θ−2θ diffractometer employing Cu K-α radiation was utilized to obtain low-and high-angle diffraction scans. The thickness of each film was derived from the deposition time and a growth rate of about 2.8 nm/min. It was measured afterward using the X-ray reflectivity technique and the software package WinGixa from Philips. 61, 62 Besides the thickness, the root-mean-square roughness and mass density of each film were deduced from the fits. The thicknesses t of the Ta 2 O 5 films were 25 (1), 36 (1), 45 (1), 58 (1), 75 (1), 95 (2), 110 (3), and 173 (3) nm. The roughness was 0.5 nm for films with t ≤ 95 nm, and the average mass density was 8.22 (0.06) g/cm 3 , where the uncertainty was given by the standard deviation of the density values in the fits. For films with t = 110 and 173 nm, in which the use of the reflectivity technique is not appropriate, their thicknesses were estimated by comparing the widths of the Ta structure in the Rutherford backscattering (RBS) spectra with the respective ones obtained for thinner films. It should be stressed that these films were not used in the energy-loss straggling experiments due to the lack of information on their roughness. Measured and fitted X-ray reflectivity spectra are shown in Figure 3 for several thicknesses of the Ta 2 O 5 films. A good agreement was found between the experiment (symbols) and simulation (solid lines) of the reflectivity. The stoichiometry of the films was checked and confirmed by the RBS measurements.
B. Measurement of the SCS and the Energy-Loss Straggling by Using the Rutherford Backscattering Technique. The energy loss measurements were performed at the Instituto de Física da Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, with H + and He + ion beams delivered by the 500 kV ion implanter for the lower energies, and a 3 MV tandem accelerator for the higher ones. The samples deposited on a Si wafer were mounted on a four-axis goniometer. For each ion beam energy, a sample thickness was selected such that the Ta structure in the RBS spectrum will be well-defined. In some cases two different samples were analyzed at the same energy, and the obtained results were quite compatible.
The RBS measurements for the stopping power were done with the detector fixed at θ = 120°with respect to the beam direction. For each beam energy, four spectra were recorded at the incidence angles θ 1 of 0°, 20°, 40°, and 60°between the sample normal and the beam direction. The RBS spectra were acquired with a Si surface barrier detector. The overall resolution of the detector plus the associated electronics was 8 keV for H and around 13 keV for He. The covered energy ranges were 300−2000 keV for H, and 200−6000 keV for He. Typical experimental RBS spectra are displayed in Figure 4a for 400 keV H at the incidence angle θ 1 = 0°on 74.5 nm Ta 2 O 5 , where symbols represent current measurements, whereas the continuous curve stands for the fitting of the Ta structure. For the energy-loss straggling measurements, we have used only the films with t ≤ 94.5 nm since they have a well determined roughness at the interface with the Si substrate. A wide energy interval was covered in the present experiment: 200−1500 keV for H and 400−4000 keV for He ions. For each incident ion energy, we have used the appropriate film and the spectra were recorded at 0°, 30°and 45°between the normal and the incident ion beam, in order to have better precision in our final results. Typical results for 3000 keV He are shown in Figure 4b for a 94.5 nm Ta 2 O 5 film at 45°with respect to the beam. The full line is the fitting to the Ta signal.
A careful analysis of the RBS spectra was done by applying the fundamentals of the RBS technique, 36, 63, 64 from which the stopping cross sections were extracted with an estimated error of the order of 10% for H and less than 6% for He. It should be stressed that the stopping cross section determination requires at least two independent measurements at different beamsample angles. However, we have performed the experiments at four angles in order to improve the precision of the obtained results. For a detailed explanation of the present procedure, see ref 36 .
On the other hand, in order to determine the energy-loss straggling values from the experimental spectra, we have followed a procedure already described, 65 which in turn is based on the algorithm proposed by Chu et al. 63 In Figure 5 , we show the stopping cross section (SCS) of Ta 2 O 5 for (a) protons and (b) α particle beams, as a function of the incident energy. Symbols represent the results obtained from the present measurements. The data corresponding to He ions are in very good agreement with the available experimental data around the maximum of the SCS (thick green line), which were obtained using the transmission technique. 66 Blue solid lines represent the SCS calculated with the dielectric formalism when using the improved ELF of Ta 2 O 5 , as explained in section IV. As it can be seen, there is a quite good agreement in the wide ion energy region where experimental data are available, for protons as well as helium ion beams. If we use for the outershell electron excitations the ELF originally obtained from REELS in section II, together with the GOS extension to account for inner-shell contributions to the ELF, then the magenta dotted curves result, which substantially differ from the experimental SCS and energy-loss straggling. For comparison purposes, the results obtained from the semiempirical SRIM code 67 are also shown in the figure by gray dash-dotted lines. Figure 6 shows the experimental and calculated energy-loss straggling values for H and He beams in Ta 2 O 5 films, as a function of the ion energy. Experimental results are depicted in the figures by symbols. For the H beam, the measured range interval covers from 200 to 1500 keV, while for He it ranges between 400 and 4000 keV. Theoretical results obtained from the dielectric formalism, eq 9, with both the improved and the originally derived ELF from REELS, are presented by a solid blue line and a magenta dotted line, respectively. Similarly to the stopping cross section results, the experimental-theoretical agreement of the energy-loss straggling is excellent when using the improved ELF derived in section III. The horizontal dashed lines in Figure 6 The excellent agreement of the experimental SCS and the energy-loss straggling with the corresponding calculations using the improved ELF (derived in section III), as compared to the originally ELF deduced from REELS (see section II) is taken as a validation criterion to use for Ta 2 O 5 the ELF represented in Figure 2 , obtained from eqs 4 and 5 with the parameters given in Table 2 .
VI. INELASTIC MEAN FREE PATH AND STOPPING
POWER OF SWIFT ELECTRON BEAMS The reliability of the improved ELF obtained in section III is assessed by the excellent agreement between the theoretical and the experimental stopping cross sections as well as the energy-loss straggling of Ta 2 O 5 for H and He ion beams. Therefore, we will apply this ELF to obtain the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) and the stopping power of electrons in Ta 2 O 5 , which are relevant quantities for characterization and modification of solid media by means of electron beam techniques such as electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron, Auger electron spectroscopy and related techniques. 4, 69, 70 Besides, the electron IMFP and stopping power are essential inputs in the simulation of electron transport in solids with Monte Carlo method. 71 If we consider a nonrelativistic electron with kinetic energy T, the dielectric formalism gives the following expressions for the inverse IMFP, λ −1 , and the stopping power S e in a solid:
and
where the integration limits k 1,2 are given in section II. The maximum transferred energy ℏW max by an electron with energy T cannot exceed the value T − E gap , where E gap is the target band gap energy. Besides, the indistinguishability between the incident electron and a generated secondary electron means that the maximum energy transfer cannot exceed T/2. Therefore, the maximum transferred energy will be given by ℏW max = min(T/2,T − E gap ). Finally, the exchange effects in the electron−electron interaction due to the indistinguishability of scattered and ejected electrons must be considered when the energy of both electrons are similar; to account for this effect, we include the exchange corrections given by the Ochkur approximation, 73 where the exchange term is f ex (k) = (ℏk/mv)
, where v is the velocity of the incident electron. The Pauli exclusion principle is considered in all the cases.
The inelastic mean free path λ and the stopping cross section SCS for electrons are depicted in Figure 7 as a function of the electron kinetic energy. The blue solid lines represent calculations obtained from the improved ELF, whereas the magenta dotted lines were obtained using the ELF originally deduced from REELS. Differences between both procedures are larger at higher electron energies, especially for the stopping cross section at energies around and larger than the maximum of the SCS. Mean free path and stopping power measurements are required at high and intermediate electron energies in order to elucidate the discrepancy between both ELF models due to the contribution of the target electron excitations at intermediate and high energies. Besides, the IMFP at large energies is crucial in the interpretation of hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES), and therefore, a precise knowledge of the IMFP at high energies is of real interest. 74 ,75 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present, work we have performed a joint experimentaltheoretical study to reliably determine the energy loss function (ELF) of Ta 2 O 5 , which is a magnitude that enters as a main ingredient in numerous areas of materials science. The target outer shell electron excitations contribution to the ELF was initially derived from reflection electron energy loss spectrocopy measurements. Then this ELF was further improved theoretically, through the MELF-GOS methodology, by the proper inclusion of the inner-shell electrons contribution and requiring the fulfillment of physically motivated sum rules, as the KK-and the f-sum rule. The dielectric formalism applied to the calculated ELF provided the stopping cross sections and energy-loss straggling of Ta 2 O 5 for proton and α particle beams. These magnitudes were experimentally determined for a broad range of incident projectile energies by using the Rutherford backscattering methodology. The reliability of the Ta 2 O 5 ELF deduced in this work is assessed by the excellent agreement between the measured SCS and energy-loss straggling as compared with the corresponding calculations obtained by means of the dielectric formalism. As a further result of our study, we have calculated the inelastic mean free path and the stopping cross sections of swift electrons in Ta 2 O 5 , both magnitudes being of relevance in further studies of this promising material in the microelectronics industry.
In conclusion, we have derived a realistic ELF for Ta 2 O 5 , taking into account chemical and phase effects, which is valid for all momentum and energy transfers. For this purpose, we have used different (and complementary) experimental and theoretical procedures, to improve and evaluate the results. Thus, we have shown how an ELF experimentally derived from REELS measurements can be further improved by applying theoretical considerations. Finally, the reliability of the ELF has been assessed by independent measurements through the Rutherford backscattering method of the stopping cross sections and the energy-loss straggling of swift H and He beams in Ta 
